GB 5 + 2 WARRANTY STATEMENT

If a new GB battery becomes unserviceable due to defective workmanship or material within 84 months from date of shipment, it will be repaired or replaced at GB’s option. There will be no cost for parts or labor, FOB the nearest GB service location for the first 60 months. Parts are covered, pro-rated, for the remaining 24 months. Repairs will be made by a GB servicing agent in the area or a pre-approved battery repair center. If the battery is to be replaced, it will be replaced with a battery of comparable size and type.

Exceptions:
- 5,7 and 9 plate batteries and units with built in chargers will be warranted for a period of 1 full year plus an additional 24 months pro-rated or 900 life cycles, whichever comes first.
- All reconditioned batteries will be warranted for a period of 1 full year, unless noted otherwise.

CONDITIONS:
1. Each battery must be properly sized in regards to weight and capacity for the duty cycle it is to perform.
2. The battery must be matched to the proper size charger and proper control to recharge the battery.
3. The eighty four (84) month warranty is based on 1500 cycles and limited to one charge and one discharge within a twenty-four (48)-hour period to 80% rated capacity and no more than 240 cycles per calendar year.
4. GB warranty will be acted upon if the battery fails to reach 80% of the published rated capacity volts, when tested under manufacture’s guidelines.
5. The repaired or replaced battery will be warranted only for the remainder of the original period.
6. This warranty is invalid if the battery is subject to misuse, physical damage, or abuse other than the normal wear and tear.
7. This warranty applies only to the original purchaser and is nontransferable.

This warranty is void if the battery becomes unserviceable due to fire, wreckage, freezing, neglect, evidence of high temperatures, any act of god, the use of battery additives or if the battery has been tested, serviced, or repaired by someone other than an authorized GB service agent.

GB shall not be liable for indirect, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the sale or relating to the use of this product. The purchaser assumes responsibility for personal injury and property damage resulting from the handling, possession or use of the product. In no event, shall the liability of GB for any and all claims, including claims of breach of warranty or negligence, exceed the purchase price of the product.

This warranty is understood to be the exclusive agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter here for. No representing agent unless noted so by GB in writing is Authorized to any warranty in addition to those made in this agreement.